**Persuasive Position Presentation Brief**

Name:

**Introduction:**
Attention Getter:
Thesis (Proposition as written):
Your Position: (in favor or opposed)

Preview of two claims:

**Body of Presentation:**

**Claim 1 -**

First Source - that supports this claim
APA style format full citation

Who:
When:
Where:

What:

Second Source – that supports this claim
APA style format full citation

Who:
When:
Where:

What:

**Claim 2 -**

First Source - that supports this claim
APA style format full citation

Who:
When:
Where:

What:

Second Source – that supports this claim
APA style format full citation

Who:

Forms MUST be typed when submitted to Canvas
Conclusion:
Restate your two claims:
Therefore.... Position/Proposition: